
Executive Summary 
MUSIC DISCOVERY & DELIVERY PLATFORM 

Problem 
Music creation is rapidly expanding, and current streaming/download services are 
designed to fill already known music delivery NOT new discovery. The result is that 
market leaders (Spotify, Apple Music etc…) have over 40M songs and no search 
engine. Discovery is not a focus and independent music is easily lost.  

Solution 
Weget Music expands the Music Supervisor search engine and adds additional 
avenues of discovery. (Radio, Video, Playlists, & Social). With game-like principles 
and real revenue generation, Weget creates a sticky viral music platform. 

Market Validation 
Over $3M in revenue generation, with the current library and technology that is 
focused on B2B professional music licensing. (2% of the overall music business) 
With Weget Music, we will be addressing B2C music users, and we are less than 
three months away from a first round of beta testing. 

Market Size 
Expected to grow 60% over 10 years, Total Available Market (TAM) of $15.7B, a 
Serviceable Available Market (SAM) of $5B and a Serviceable Obtainable Market 
(SOM) of $220MM. 

Business Model 
There will be two Initial subscription pricing models: Basic ($9.95 Unlimited 
Streaming) Collector ($14.95 Unlimited Streaming + 10 Downloads). By the end of 
2021, revenues are projected to reach $220M. 

Adoption Strategy 
Our initial focus on independent music, underserved genres and under appreciated 
legacy acts will draw in the most viral and prized users and artists . By enhancing 
the natural gamification elements and adding  additional exclusive fan perks, we 
expect to have rapid organic viral growth. 

Competition 
The music licensing ecosystem consists of three segments streaming, downloads & 
licensing. Streaming is the hottest market segment with leader Spotify's current 
value of around $29B . Our focus on music will be in the underserved 80%, where 
there is little competition. This includes famous legacy acts with millions of fans. 

Competitive Advantage 
A large diverse initial music library that will enable a swift launch of the new B2C 
platform and a state of the art search engine with extensive proprietary data that is 
difficult and expensive to duplicate. The fan and band extra revenue generation will 
create a powerful barrier to exit.  

Mission/Vision 
Our mission is to create the world's most exciting music discovery platform that 
fairly rewards everyone in the value chain from the musicians to the fans.  

Ask/Requirements 
Music Supervisor Inc. raised $1.45M in investment and generated over $3M in 
revenue that was put back in the company. These funds were used to build the 
initial library, search engine and initial B2B customer base. Additional funding for 
growth and acquisitions as needed. 

Music Supervisor Inc.® 
www.musicsupervisor.com 
WeGet Music ® 

www.wegetmusic.com 
Industry: Music /Technology 
Employees: 5-10 
Founded: 2005 & 2017 
NAICS 518210 

Barry Coffing - CEO 
barry@musicsupervisor.com 
310-738-3800

TEAM 
Barry Coffing - Founder & CEO 
Julius Robinson - COO 
Michael Patton - CTO 

INVESTMENT 
Round One: $840K.- equity 
Round Two: $612.5K - convertible 
Revenue: $3.025M  

CONTENT/USERS 
Tracks: 300k+ 
Content Suppliers: 16k+ 
In-Store Play Locations: 5k+ 
Licensing Accounts: 1100 + 

LEGAL & ACCOUNTING 
Robert S. Besser Esq. 
J. Arthur Thomas C.P.A.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION (USD) 
Stage: early-stage with revenue  
Monthly Burn: $25K 
Bridge Capital Seeking: $3M 
Growth/Acquisition Capital $50M 




